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The principal factors participating in the evapotransp-
iration process are energy supply, a transport mechanism, 
and the presence of water in the soil-plant system. The 
energy is required to convert liquid water into vapor and 
the transport mechanism (mainly wind) conveys the vapor away 
from the evaporation site. The site where evapotranspirat-
ion takes place can be taken as a box containing the plant 
canopy and the soil surface. The primary source of energy 
that enters in the box is solar radiation. Some of this 
energy leaves the box by reflection or reradiation. The net 
amount of energy remaining in the box is called net radia-
tion. This is energy available to heat the soil, evaporate 
water, heat the air, and operate the photosynthetic process. 
If a wind blows across the box, the wind leaving the area 
may be warmer or cooler than the input air. The following 
is the energy budget equation at the box: 
Rin - Rout = Rn = H + S + L(ET) + P 
Where Rin is principally solar radiation, Rout is upward 
radiation, Rn is net radiation, H is sensible heat exchanged 
with the air, s is heat conducted into the soil, 
1 
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L 1s the latent heat of vapor1zation of water, ET 1s evapot-
ranspiration, and P is photosynthesis and other energy 
absorbers. Multiplying ET by L expresses ET as the amount 
of energy to cause its evaporation, so all the terms of the 
' 
equation have the same energy units. If the air coming out 
of the evapotranspiration area is cooler than the input air, 
advection of energy takes place and the H term in the equa-
tion becomes negative. In this case both Rn and H are 
sources of energy (Stone, 1977). 
After water is vaporized, a diffusion flow of water 
vapor from the water surface to the turbulent air takes 
place, and then the turbulent air above the canopy takes 
over to convey the water vapor to the atmosphere. The 
turbulent transport can be described by the following equa-
tion. 
Grad P 
ET = k -------
Rv 
Where Grad P is the gradient in water vapor pressure in the 
turbulent air above the canopy, Rv is the turbulent trans-
port resistance. The constant k imparts proper dimensions 
to the variables. The v subscript in Rv indicates that this 
resistance varies with wind velocity, in general the higher 
the wind velocity the more turbulence and the lower Rv 
becomes. Several plant factors influence evapotranspirat-
3 
1on. Plant stomates exert a major control over transplra-
tion. Closed stomata are a resist1ve restra1nt to the 
diffus1on process from the leaf surfaces to the turbulent 
air. The turbulence 1n the air above the canopy is deter-
mined in part by plant morpholog1cal factors. Amount of 
water transpired by the plant also depends on the ability of 
the roots to absorb water from the soil (Stone, 1977). 
Reduction of evapotranspiration 1s a realistic alter-
atlon of the hydrologic cycle to 1ncrease available water 
for 1rrigation or for direct human consumption. Evapotrans-
piration reduction may be achieved through manipulation of 
the planting geometry factors (row orientat1on and row 
spacing) that have been shown to affect stomatal behavior. 
The literature contains reports of the effects of 
planting geometry variation on stomatal behav1or. Peanut 
(Arach1s hypogea L.) grown in narrow, 30 em spaced, north-
south oriented rows lost less water by evapotranspiration 
than those grown in wide, 90 em spaced, north-south oriented 
rows or than east-west oriented rows of both spacings. 
Reductions as great as 40% were reported (Chin Choy et. al., 
1977) • 
Mccauley et al.(1978) showed in further work w1th 
peanut that in h1gh evaporative demand days (daily maximum 
temperature greater than 32 °C, clear skies, and moderate to 
high wind velocity), narrow, north-south rows tend to con-
serve water. Net radiation 1n narrow rows was lesser, and 
the aerodynamic roughness length to a south w1nd seemed to 
be greater in the north-south rows. The evapotransp1ration 
was not proportional to net radiation probably because of 
stomatal closure. Stomatal closure in the narrow north-
south rows was more pronounced, and the excess energy was 
advected away by the increased wind turbulence. 
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Stone et al. (1985), 1n a study designed to characte-
rize stomatal closure behavior 1n wide and narrow row plan-
ting of peanut, found that the stomatal resistance of plants 
grown in narrow rows became higher than the stomatal resis-
tance of plants grown in wide rows dur1ng the afternoon of 
high evaporative demand days. Paired determinations of 
stomatal resistance and leaf water potential indicated that 
in high evaporative demand days, both variables presented 
higher values than 1n low or moderate evaporat1ve demand 
days. The prevalent situation in days of high evaporative 
demand was that in narrow rows the stomatal resistance 
presented a dramatic increase as the leaf water potential 
levels decreased in response to increased evaporative demand 
in the afternoon. 
Simultaneously, 1n the wide rows the leaf water poten-
tial reached even lower values than in the narrow rows but 
stomatal resistance did not increase. The data suggested 
that stomatal resistance was the result of a complex inter-
5 
act1on of leaf water potential and evaporative demand, and 
was h1ghly influenced by row spacing. The authors concluded 
that stomatal closure is operative in peanut and that the 
narrow row stomatal closure appears to be a compensatory 
mechanism in response to env1ronmental stress. 
Erickson et al. (1986) based on the findings of the 
previous reference studied peanuts to measure the evapo-
rat1ve demand that causes the stomates to start clos1ng 
early in the afternoon. Potential evapotransp1ration 
calculated every 15 minutes with the Van Bavel equation (Van 
Bavel, 1966) was used to estimate evaporative demand. The 
Van Bavel equation contains a radiant energy term and an 
advective energy term. The estimated evaporative demand and 
the advective component were observed through the daylight 
hours and were also accumulated from 730 to 1330 h Apparent 
Solar Time (AST). The same manipulation was done w1th the 
horizontal wind velocity and with the vapor pressure defi-
cit. Neither the peak rate of evaporative demand nor the 
accumulated evaporative demand appeared to establish a 
threshold level that triggered the stomatal action in narrow 
rows. There were no evidences of a threshold in either 
vapor pressure defic1t or horizontal w1nd velocity. Rather, 
it seemed that vapor pressure deficit and wind velocity 
participate together in the cumulated advected energy to 
trigger the narrow row stomatal closure effect. The data 
suggested that the threshold level of cumulative advective 
energy to trigger the narrow row stomatal closure is 8.5 
MJ/m2 occurring between 730 and 1330 h AST. 
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Steiner (1986) reported that grain sorghum (Sorghum 
bicolor, (L.) Moench) in narrow rows compared to wide rows, 
and in north-south rows compared to east-west rows showed 
less evapotranspiration for a given amount of light inter-
ception. Furthermore, it appeared that narrow row spacing 
increased dry matter production and production of dry matter 
per unit of evapotranspiration, and increased light inter-
ception per unit of evapotranspiration, indicating increased 
partitioning of evapotranspiration into the transpiration 
component. Furthermore, Steiner (1987) reported that grain 
sorghum stomatal resistance was not affected by differences 
in net radiation due to row spacing or row direction. 
Stomatal behavior of grain sorghum and the part1CU-
larities of the water loss control of sorghum seem more 
complex than peanut. Garrity et al. (1982) in a study of 
the stomatal behavior across growth stages of grain 
sorghum found that stomatal resistance was sensitive to 
small reductions in leaf water potential during the vegeta-
tive period. During the reproductive stage the stomates 
became nearly insensitive to leaf water potential in plants 
irrigated weekly. 
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Ackerson and Kr1eg (1977) studied stomatal and nonsto-
matal water regulation 1n sorghum, corn (Zea mays L.), and 
cotton and found that stomates of sorghum responded to 
changes 1n leaf water potent1al during the vegetat1ve growth 
phase. During the reproductive growth, leaf resistance was 
no longer sensi- tive to bulk water stress. Under nonlimit-
ing water soil conditions, sorghum leaf water potentials 
approach steady-state values of approximately -15 bars, even 
as transpira- tion increased. Under nonlimiting soil water 
conditions, sorghum exhibited an efficient water transport 
system capable of maintaining leaf water potential at 
about -15 bars. 
Ackerson and Krieg (1979) also observed that stomatal 
response to increasing water stress was altered after 
flowering in some sorghum hybrids. They suggested that 
sorghum regulates water loss by reducing evapotranspiration 
through increases of stomatal res1stance during early 
periods of growth, and that it has the ability to adapt 
physiologically to water stress through osmotic adjustment 
during latter stages. 
Hatfield et al. (1988) suggested that factors other 
than incident radiation influence stomatal resistance in 
several species, under conditions of adequate water availa-
bility. They found that wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) and 
cotton (Gossypium hirsutum L.) show a high canopy resis-
tance, h1gher than the expected for a g1ven energy balance, 
when fol1age temperatures were 20 °C or lower 1n wheat and 
27.5 or lower in cotton. Their data suggest a strong 
relat1onship between the biological aspects of the stomatal 
resistance in the plant and the physical conditions of the 
environment. This relationship seems to be mediated by the 
thermal dependency of glyoxilate reductase which has a 
thermal kinetic window. Foliage temperatures below the 
thermal kinetic window are suboptimal for enzymatic func-
tion, and the ability of stomates to open is reduced. 
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Pasternak and Wilson (1976) reported that sorghum heads 
are responsible for 12% of the total transpirat1on of well 
watered plants during the reproductive stage of the crop. 
Because the work of Chin Choy et al. (1977) suggested 
that evapotransp1rat1on responses in grain sorghum m1ght be 
similar to peanut, it appeared desirable to determine 
whether a mechanism similar to that described for peanut 
(McCauley et al., 1978) was involved. 
The objectives of this study are two; the first is to 
establish if stomatal action is operative in narrow rows in 
a larger extent than in wide rows of grain sorghum, and the 
second is to characterize the micrometeorological conditions 
that propitiate the narrow row stomatal action in grain 
sorghum. 
CHAPTER II 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The study was conducted during the six growing seasons 
from 1986 to 1991 at the Agronomy Research station, Perkins, 
Oklahoma. At this location 1200 h AST corresponds to 1330 h 
Central Daylight Time (CDT). The experimental site was on 
Teller loam soil (fine-loamy, mixed, Thermic Udic Argiusto-
11) with 0 to 1% slope (Ford et al., 1976). The study crop 
was grain sorghum (Sorghum bicolor (L.) Moench). Ammonium 
nitrate was applied in the six growing seasons at the rate 
of 153 Kg N 1 Ha in 1986, 168 Kg N 1 Ha in 1987, and 112 Kg 
N 1 Ha from 1988 to 1991. Triple superphosphate at a rate 
of 34 Kg P205 I Ha was applied in 1988. Also 1.12 Ton I Ha 
of lime was used in 1990. Weed control was done with 1.12 
Kg I Ha of Propazine and 2.24 Kg I Ha of Alachlor in 1986, 
0.84 Kg 1 Ha of Atrazine and 2.24 Kg I Ha of Alachlor in 
1987, and 1.12 Kg 1 Ha of Propazine from 1988 to 1991. 
Weeds not controlled by the herbicides were controlled by 
hoeing. Treatment configurations were 0.4 and 1.22 m row 
spacing of north-south orientation. Plots measured 15 by 24 
m and had borders at least 5 m wide. Each year one plot was 
planted entirely to the narrow spacing and one to the wide. 
9 
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Locations in the experimental area were randomly assigned 
each year. 
The requirements for water maintenance was met by 
irrigating at a weekly interval (Friday). A solid-set irri-
gation system was used with impact-type sprinklers. Three 
laterals spaced on 12.2 m centers crossed the plots and the 
' 
borders. Water was applied in full-circle overlapping pat-
terns. The average amount of water applied per irrigation 
was 55 mm. The distribution and amount of water applied in 
the plots was checked with rain gauges. Irrigation water 
application was no more variable than the rains. This was 
the same system for water maintenance as employed by Erick-
son et al., (1986) on the same plot of ground. 
Soil water content was monitored by the neutron scat-
tering method (Troxler model 3223 depth gauge, Troxler Elec-
tronics Inc., Research Triangle Park, NC). Two access tubes 
were placed in each of the plots. Readings were taken week-
ly just prior to irrigation. Measurements were made at 15 
em depth increments through the soil profile from 0.15 m to 
1.2 m. Readings for depths greater than 0.30 m were from a 
single calibration curve and the 0.15 m readings were from a 
separate calibration for that depth. 
Stomatal resistance readings were made on randomly se-
lected leaves with an LI-1600 Steady State Porometer (Licor 
Inc., Lincoln, NE). Leaf water potential measurements were 
11 
made on randomly selected leaves (not necessarily the ones 
selected for resistance measurements) using the same crite-
ria as for resistance. Readings were made with a Wescor 
LI-51 in-situ leaf hygrometer read out on a Wescor HR-33T 
Dew Point M1crovoltimeter from 1986 to 1990 and read out on 
a Wescor HP-115 in 1991 (Wescor, Inc., Logan, UT). Leaf 
water potential readings were made on plants in the same 
general area as those selected for resistance measurement. 
Leaf measurements were made on the youngest fully expanded 
leaf wh1ch had full exposure to the sun. 
Stomatal diffusive resistance and leaf water potential 
readings were made in each plot at hourly intervals in 1986 
and 1988 and at thirty minute intervals in 1987 and from 
1989 to 1991. Readings started every day after disap-
pearance of morning dew (approximately at 930 h CDT) and 
continued until 1600 h CDT from Monday to Thursday. The 
measurement site within each plot was centrally located near 
the northern edge of the plot. This gave about 30 m fetch 
to the prevailing southerly w1nds. 
The following procedure was repeated for leaf measure-
ments. The first reading device was randomly selected to 
measure either resistance or leaf water potential. The 
starting plot was randomly selected also. Three plants in 
each plot were selected and measurements were made on one 
leaf on each plant. When there was only one operator, once 
12 
the f1rst dev1ce was selected, read1ngs were made in both 
plots before measurements were started with the other 
instrument. When there were two operators the two types of 
leaf readings were made simultaneously 1n the same plot. 
Thus, at each measurement period the operator(s) gathered 
three readings in each plot with each instrument on total 
of twelve leaves. Total elapsed time to complete all the 
measurements with both devices was about 10 minutes. One 
operator made all the measurements 1n the 1986 season, two 
operators made them in the rest of the years, the operators 
alternated instruments from day to day. Measurements were 
carried out Monday through Thursday, weather, personnel and 
instruments permitting. Irrigation was on Friday. Plots 
were free of activity on Saturday and Sunday. 
The days of readings were classed as to evaporative 
demand in accordance with the procedure of Erickson et al. 
(1986): Evaporative demand was assumed to be represented by 
the potential evapotranspiration of Van Bavel (1966). This 
included measurements of wind velocity at 2 m height, wet 
and dry bulb temperatures, solar radiation, and net radia-
tion in each plot. These readings were made at the north 
end of the plots, and were gathered by a data acquisition 
system that scanned the weather instruments every minute and 
stored the averages every 15 minutes. In addition, daily 
measurements of barometric pressure and weekly measurements 
13 
of plant he1ght were required. Preva1ling wind 1n the sum-
mer at the s1te are generally south-southeast. 
The descriptive statistical methods included plots of 
stomatal resistance and leaf water potential versus time, 
soil water content versus depth, and stomatal resistance 
versus leaf water potential. All the plots were made for 
each day of data collection. Means, maximums, minimums, and 
standard deviations were calculated for all the variables in 
each data collection period. The 65 days of data were 
separated in three groups according with the behavior of 
stomatal resistance in the stomatal resistance versus time 
plots. 
The inference statistical methods employed were as 
follows. Analysis of variance to compare the two row spa-
cings 1n the following variables: Stomatal resistance, 
micrometeorological conditions in the three group of days, 
evaporative demand, and soil water content. In the stomatal 
resistance analysis a model constituted by the interaction 
reading-time by treatment was used (Appendix C), the treat-
ments consisted in the two row spacings. Using contrasts 
the difference between the two treatments were tested at 
each t1me. In the micrometeorological comparisons, the 
model used was a completely randomized with the three groups 
of days as treatments. For evaporat1ve demand, a randomized 
complete block model was used with the evaluation times 
14 
through the day as blocks and the two row spacings as 
treatments. In the soil water content analysis the model 
was a randomized complete block w1th the dates with1n years 
as blocks and the row spacings as treatments. 
A paired-comparison test was used for the comparison 
of yields from the two row spacings across the six seasons 
of the study. Pearson correlation coefficients were used to 
establish the degree of association between stomatal resis-
tance and leaf water potential 1n each day of data collec-
tion 
Cluster analysis (Everitt, 1980; and SAS Institute 
Inc., 1986) was employed to separate the 65 days of data in 
two disjoint clusters based in wind velocity and integrated 
advective energy. 
CHAPTER III 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The 65 days of data collection were classified into 
three groups according to the behavior of the stomatal 
resistance through time in each day. Stomatal res1stance 
during the afternoon hours (high evaporative demand) was the 
determinant factor for this classification. 
The first group of days, Fig. 1 to Fig. 14, conta1ns 14 
days that presented a well defined separation of narrow row 
and w1de row stomatal res1stances. In these days stomatal 
resistance becomes higher in the narrow rows at some time 
during the afternoon and remains higher than the stomatal 
resistance in the wide rows until the end of data collection 
in the day. Narrow-row stomatal resistance is significantly 
higher than wide-row stomatal resistance at one or more 
times during the afternoon after the two row stomatal 
resistances become separated. On 26 JUL 1990 (Fig. 9), 
narrow-row stomatal resistance becomes lower than wide-row 
stomatal resistance at 1530 h but the two s1gn1f1cantly 
higher values of narrow-row stomatal resistance at 1400 h nd 
1430 h and then at 1600 h are enough evidence to include 
15 
th1s day in the f1rst group. These are called days with 
narrow row stomatal action (NRSA). 
16 
The second group of days, Fig. 15 to F1g. 25, is com-
posed of 11 days that d1d not show a well defined separation 
of narrow-row and wide-row stomatal res1stance 1n the 
afternoon. Narrow-row stomatal resistance becomes higher 
than wide-row stomatal resistance at some time during the 
afternoon but e1ther the superior narrow-row stomatal 
resistance does not reamain consistently higher until the 
last reading of the day or the stomatal resistance in the 
narrow rows is consistent through the afternoon, but it is 
not significantly higher than in the wide rows at any time 
during the afternoon. This group is called days with 
indeterm1nate stomatal action (ISA). 
The third group included 40 days. Days in this group 
have either a higher wide-row stomatal resistance than 
narrow-row stomatal resistance during the afternoon or 
higher narrow-row and wide-row stomatal resistance alternate 
randomnly during the afternoon hours. Fig. 26 shows the 
only day in this group from 1986. Figs. 27 to 36 rep-
resent typical cases of higher wide-row stomatal resistance 
and random pattern of stomatal resistance in both row 
spacings in each year. This group is called days with no 
stomatal action (NSA). 
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Fourteen days (Group 1) out of sixty five (22%) show 
evidence of the stomatal closure operation in sorghum as an 
evapotransp1rat1on control mechanism in well-watered condi-
tlons, and also show ev1dence of the row spac1ng effect over 
stomatal closure in grain sorghum. Stone et al., (1985) 
reported the occurrence of stomatal action in peanut 1n 26% 
of the data collection days. 
Leaf water potential (LWP) can be a princ1pal factor 
1n stomatal closure. In the days with NRSA, LWP does not 
describe an 1ncreasing trend through the day (F1g 37 to Fig 
48). Of six days with significant LWP differences between 
row spacings, three have LWP averages higher in the wide 
rows than in the narrow rows, and three have LWP higher in 
the narrow rows. Comparing the stomatal resistance figures 
in NRSA days (Figs. 1 to 14) with Figs. 37 to 48 it can be 
noted that some of the days with periods of high LWP in the 
wide rorws show greater stomatal resistance in the narrow 
rows or vice versa. LWP and stomatal res1stance correlation 
coefficients are shown in Appendix D. They are not signif-
icant in most of the data collection days. Only five days 
had significant correlation coefficients, but none of these 
days showed a well defined relationship between the two 
variables. Figs. 49, 50, and 51 are examples of the poor 
defined LWP-stomatal resistance relationships obtained in 
this study. According with the same type of relationship 
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reported by Stone et al.,(1985) for the 1dent1f1cat1on of 
stomatal action days in peanut, a LWP-stomatal res1stance 
relationship 1n a NRSA day should basically present 1ncreas-
1ng tendency of stomatal resistance as LWP decreases in both 
row spacings. It should also show a clear separation 
between the two row spacing lines as result of higher 
stomatal resistance values in the narrow rows than in the 
wide rows for a given level of LWP. Note that Fig. 51 
indicates some degree of separat1on between the two row 
spacings but it does not establish a causal effect of LWP on 
stomatal resistance. Several values of stomatal resistance 
are associated with only one value of LWP. 
There is little evidence that increase in stomatal 
resistance in action days is m1tigated by leaf water poten-
tial differences between narrow and wide rows. In Fig. 49 
the narrow rows show lesser LWP but show the same range of 
stomatal resistance as the wide rows. In Fig. 51 the wide 
rows show lesser LWP but narrow rows show greater stomatal 
resistance. In the study of LWP vs. stomatal resistance in 
peanut by Stone et al.,(1985), LWP in wide rows was less 
than in narrow, but stomatal resistance was higher in narrow 
than wide. On NSA days in peanut, Stone et al. (1985) found 
stomatal resistance in both narrow and wide rows to be 
nearly equal and to increase through the day. NSA days in 
the peanut study were of low evaporative demand. In the 
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present study NSA days, while show1ng no preference of 
narrow or wide rows, suggested that stomatal resistance 
decreased through the day. These days were generally of low 
evaporative demand but the stomatal resistance relationship 
to LWP is not so class1cal as for the peanut. 
However, there is evidence that the mechanics of heat 
dissipation in gra1n sorghum is more complex than for 
peanut. Several physiological mechan1sms appear to be 
active in grain sorghum that evidently have lesser impor-
tance in peanut or are not existent. This makes relation-
ships between LWP and stomatal resistance more poorly 
defined in grain sorghum. 
Stomatal action of peanut planted in narrow rows was a 
reaction to conditions of high evaporative demand days 
(Stone et al., 1985). Patterns of stomatal resistance 
change over time in the NRSA days generally show an abrupt 
increase starting between 1200 and 1400 h CDT, this suggests 
a threshold that may be a response of stomates closing to 
reduce loss of water. In a study of stomatal act1on in 
peanut, Erickson et al. (1986) suggested that a threshold of 
accumulated advective energy triggered the stomatal action 
in narrow rows. The principal micrometeorolog1cal factors 
that lead to increases 1n stomatal resistance in peanuts 
were the wind velocity and the vapor pressure deficit. 
These two factors interacted in the advective component of 
energy transfer, which was seen to cause the narrow row 
stomatal action (Erickson et al.,1986). 
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To see if grain sorghum responds similarly to micromet-
eorological conditions, air temperature, wind movement (WM), 
accumulated solar radiation, and accumulated net radiation, 
were compared, Tables 1 to 4. The wind movement accumulated 
during the last six hours of the days presented differences 
at 0.05 significance level, the means were 65.98 Km/6h, 
61.60 Km/6h, and 56.70 Km/6h for the groups 1, 2, and 3 
respectively. The percentages of days w1th WM equal or 
above 70 Km/6h were 35%, 27%, and 5% for the group 1, 2, and 
3 respectively. The data suggest a close association 
between high wind velocities and days that show some degree 
of stomatal action. Association of NRSA or ISA days and the 
other weather variables analyzed was not obvious. 
Motivated by the association of high WM and the stoma-
tal action days, a cluster analysis based in WM, and advec-
ted energy integrated from 730 to 1330 AST (IADV) was 
performed trying to separate the total number of days into 
two populations, one containing days of low WM associated 
with low values of IADV, and the second population contain-
ing days with high WM associated with high values of IADV. 
Another purpose of the cluster analysis was to obtain values 
of WM and IADV for the characterization of days with high 
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evaporative demand suitable for the stomatal closure opera-
tlon in grain sorghum. 
Results of the cluster analysis are shown in Fig. 52 
and Tables 5 and 6. Cluster 2 is formed by 31 days, 1t con-
talns 11 of the 14 NRSA days, and 5 of the 11 ISA days, a 
total of 16 days contained in this cluster had some evidence 
of stomatal closure. Averages for MSR, WM, and IADV in the 
two clusters are presented in Table 7. The three variables 
had higher averages in the Cluster 2. Fig. 52 shows a clear 
separation of the two clusters specially with respect to 
wind movement. The figure also shows a higher frequency of 
days from Cluster 2 in the area of high advective energy 
(above 10 MJ/m2 ). Fig. 52 suggests the participation of 
wind velocity and advected energy as important factors for 
the occurrence of stomatal action. 
The 95% confidence int~rvals for Cluster 2 suggest that 
the micrometeorological conditions associated with a NRSA 
day are a WM between 67 Km/6h and 73 Km/6h, and an IADV 
between 7.2 MJfm2 and 11 MJfm2 . 
It is important to observe that the 8.5 MJ/m2 suggested 
by Erickson et al.,(1986) as the break-point of days with 
NRSA and days without NRSA in peanut is within the IADV 
confidence interval for the Cluster 2. 
Fig. 53 from Cluster 1 and Fig. 54 from Cluster 2 lndi-
cate a more pronounced effect of WM and IADV over stomatal 
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res1stance 1n Cluster 2. From the general data, combining 
the two clusters (Fig. 55) it can be observed that WM has an 
increas1ng tendency for effect over stomatal resistance 
especially at levels of advected energy below 10 MJjm2. 
Th1s may indicate that w1nd velocity affects the stomatal 
behavior independently of the advection of energy. The same 
idea is suggested by F1g. 52 s1nce the higher concentration 
of days from Cluster 2 is at low to intermediate advective 
energy and intermed1ate to high wind movement. F1g 55 also 
suggests that most of the influence of IADV over stomatal 
resistance takes place at a specific range of WM approxi-
mately between 40 Km/6h and 80 Km/6h. It is apparent that 
at WM below 40 Km/6h there is not enough advected energy 
for the evaporation process and the clos1ng reaction of 
stomates. Furthermore, WM above 80 Km/6h are excessive for 
an adequate supply of advected energy, perhaps because at 
such high velocity the foliage is not able to absorb enough 
energy because of a low temperature differential between 
leaves and air. 
WM above 70 Km/6h under low advection condit1ons (top 
left corner of Figures 54 and 55) may have a cooling effect 
causing the foliage temperature to drop below suboptimal 
temperatures for enzymes participating in sorghum stomatal 
control. Hatfield, et al. (1988) reported that foliage 
temperatures of 20 °C or lower in wheat and 27.5 °C or lower 
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in cotton inhibits enzymes that control the stomatal aper-
ture. They suggested that this phenomenon may take place in 
other species. 
Evaporative demand (ED) as calculated by the Van Bavel 
equation was used by Erickson et al. (1986) in the study of 
stomatal closure effect in peanut. To see the possible 
involvement of the ED in sorghum, ED was calculated and 
compared in the two row spacings in all the days using 
analysis of variance. The narrow rows presented significan-
tly lower ED 83% of the time, 54 days out of 65 days, it was 
lower in the narrow rows in 12 days out of 15 NRSA days 
(Appendix E). The results are indication of a resemblance 
between peanuts and sorghum with respect to the partici-
pation of the ED in the narrow row stomatal closure effect. 
There were differences in plant morphology between the 
two row spacings. The more evident differences are that the 
narrow row plants are,few centimeters taller, their stems 
are slimmer, their leaves are narrower, and the panicles are 
smaller than the wide row plants. It may be that the 
morphological characteristics of the taller narrow-row 
plants and the closed canopy of the narrow-row plot are 
associated with a higher aerodynamic roughness coefficient 
than w1th the wide row plants. The same suggestion was 
reported for peanut by Stone et al.(1985). 
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Table 8 presents gra1n yields for the six growing 
seasons. A paired comparison analysis shows a significant 
difference of yield, favoring the higher grain yield of the 
narrow rows, Table 9. Heads in the narrow rows are smaller, 
but a larger number of heads per unit area results in higher 
yields from the narrow-row'plots. 
Stomatal action as a reaction to soil water depletion 
was investigated. Soil water determinations were made the 
day prior to irrigation to validate the permanent well-
watered conditions. Fig. 56 to Fig. 67 show that volumetric 
soil water contents were at 0.20 (approximately -100 KPa) or 
higher in 9 weeks for the complete soil profile of 120 em, 
and between 0.11 and 0.13 (approx. -550 KPa) for the top 20 
em and 0.20 or higher for the rest of the profile in three 
weeks. The analysis of variance for soil water content 
between 0 and 60 em depth (Table 10) indicates that there is 
not significant difference between the two row spacings. 
The difference between the two row spacings was 0.0049 by 
volume fraction. This non significant difference may be 
taken as indication of higher water use efficiency of 
sorghum plants grown in the narrow (0.40 m) spaced rows 
since the population at this row spacing is 3 times the 
plant population in the wide (1.22 m) spaced rows. Stone et 
al. (1985) suggest~d that the reason for the lower consump-
tion of water by plants growing in narrow rows seems to be 
the abil1ty of these plants to close their stomates with 
higher frequency than plants growing in wide rows in days 
that present conditions of h1gh evaporative demand. 
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From the 65 days of data, 10 days that presented mete-
orological conditions sufficient for NRSA did not show evi-
dences of stomatal closure, this situation may be due to the 
participation of other unknown factors in the operation of 
the stomates and may be because the existence of other me-
chanisms of evapotranspiration control different to stomatal 
closure. Ackerson and Krieg (1980) reported that apprecia-
ble osmotic adjustment occurs to mainta1n positive turgor 
because sorghum stomates become insensitive to stress 
conditions after flowering. All the 10 days mentioned above 
were after flowering. 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Previous studies of well-watered peanut showed that the 
stomates in narrow row planting close earlier in the day 
than in wide rows. This peculiar stomatal action has been 
suggested as a factor that causes differences 1n water use 
between peanut planted in narrow and wide rows. The present 
study was designed to investigate whether the narrow row 
stomatal closure effect takes place in well-watered grain 
sorghum. The gra1n sorghum crop was planted in two plots, 
one plot with narrow (0.40 m) spaced rows and the other plot 
with wide (1.22 m) spaced rows, at the Agronomy Research 
stat1on at Perkins, Oklahoma during six growing seasons from 
1986 to 1991. Manual measurements of leaf water potential 
and stomatal resistance were made daily at half hour inter-
vals. Determinations of wind velocity, dry and wet bulb 
temperature, solar radiation and net radiation were gathered 
by a data acquisition system every 15 minutes. The microme-
teorological data were used to calculate evaporative demand 
and its advective component by the Van Bavel equation (Van 
Bavel, 1966). Soil water content was monitored weekly by 
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neutron scatter1ng probe on the day pr1or to the 1rr1gation 
day. 
The 65 days of data were separated into three groups 
based in graphs of stomatal res1stance vs. day t1me. Group 
1 was composed of 14 days that showed a cons1stent separa-
tion of narrow-row and wide-row stomatal resistance during 
the afternoon, these days also had stomatal resistance 
sign1ficantly h1gher in the narrow rows than 1n the wide 
rows at one or more times during the afternoon after the two 
row stomatal resistances became separated. These were 
called narrow row stomatal act1on (NRSA) days. Group 2 was 
formed by 11 days that showed no well defined separation of 
stomatal resistance for the two row spacings during the 
afternoon. These days presented either inconsistent higher 
narrow-row stomatal resistance during the afternoon or the 
narrow-row stomatal resistance was consistently higher than 
wide-row stomatal resistance but the difference was not 
significant at any time during the afternoon. These were 
called indeterminate stomatal action (ISA) days. Group 3 
included 40 days that showed higher wide-row stomatal 
resistance during the afternoon or presented a random 
alternation of higher narrow-row and wide-row stomatal 
resistance during the afternoon. These were called no 
stomatal action (NSA) days. 
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A two d1mens1onal cluster analys1s based 1n w1nd 
veloc1ty accumulated 1n 6 hours, and advect1ve energy 
accumulated in 6 hours, separated the 65 days into two 
d1SJoint clusters. Cluster 1 contained the days w1th lower 
values of wind velocity and lower values of advective 
energy. Cluster 2 grouped the days of higher wind velocity 
and high advective energy. Confidence intervals for Cluster 
2 permitted estimation of the levels of w1nd movement and 
advective energy that seem to be associated with a NRSA day 
for grain sorghum. 
Conclusions are as follows. NRSA is a factor in 
sorghum as a mechanism of evapotranspiration control as was 
found for peanut in earlier studies. In contrast with the 
stomatal resistance-LWP relationship observed 1n peanut, 1t 
1s apparent that LWP does not control stomatal res1stance in 
as large extent as in peanut, but there is enough evidence 
of the effect of row spacing over the stomatal resistance on 
days with stressful conditions. In 22% of the days the 
narrow rows had consistent higher stomatal resistance during 
the afternoon, which seems to agree with the 26% of NRSA 
days obtained by Stone et al. (1985) in their study with 
peanut. The narrow rows had higher yields in the six 
growing seasons and showed evidences of higher water use 
efficiency. The ma1n physical environmental factors shown 
to influence the stomatal behavior are the wind velocity and 
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the advected energy. If a particular day has an accumulated 
wind movement between 67 Km/6h and 73 Km/6h, and an inte-
grated advected energy between 7.2 MJ/m2 and 11 MJjm2 it is 
likely that stomatal closure took place to reduce evapo-
transplration. The lower limit of the confidence interval 
for the mean of the integrated advected energy in an stoma-
tal action day appeared to be very close to the 8.5 MJjm2 
suggested by Erickson et al.(1986) as the critical advected 
energy level for the separation of action and non-action 
days in peanut. 
The data suggest that wind velocity participates in the 
stomatal control through the advection of energy, and also 
participates independently of the advection of energy. It 
is apparent that the effect of advected energy on stomatal 
res1stance is better expressed at intermediate wind movement 
from 40 Km/6h to 80 Km/6h. 
The high values of stomatal resistance associated with 
wind movements of 80 Km/6h or above at low levels of inte-
grated advected energy have a cooling effect over the foli-
age, possibly owing to the phenomenon reported by Hatfield 
et al.,(1988). They found that when foliage temperatures of 
wheat and cotton drop below the optimal conditions for the 
action of an enzyme, this enzyme is impaired and the stoma-
tes remain closed. A similar acting enzyme may operate in 
grain sorghum. 
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The non-action days meet1ng the cond1t1ons of high 
evaporative demand may be indication of the presence of 
other factors affecting stomatal behavior andjor the exis-
tence of other water saving mechanisms different to stomatal 
operation. Ackerson and Krieg (1980) reported that sorghum 
stomates become insensitive to stressing conditions after 
flowering. They suggest that osmotic adjustment is the main 
water loosing control method after flower1ng. 
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GPOUF'1, DAYS THAT F'PESENTED WELL DEFINED 
STOMATAL ACTION. 
A1Y TempeYatuye Rad1at1on 
l.OC) W1nd l.MJ/m2) 
Date Ma't.1mum Mean (l<..m/6h) SolaY Net 
JUL.::3 36.1 33.8 69.3 14.:::: 13.6 
JUL::::4 40.1 37.1 82.3 18.0 13.9 
AUG20 31.0 29. '3 82.5 16 • .:: 13.8 
AUG05 32.4 32.4 42.8 18.1 1"'-.. "'-•""-
AUG02 34.3 32.1 85.0 14.4 9.1 
AUG03 33.5 32.1 74.0 18.1 13.5 
AUG04 35.6 33.7 63.7 17.5 12. '3 
JUL16 30.7 28.2 6::::.4 17.1 1::::.0 
JUL26 33.2 30.6 64.3 1.::.7 10.9 
AUG02 3::::.4 30.5 56.6 12.1 7.6 
AUG08 25.3 29.2 56.1 17.3 12.0 
AUG22 36.5 36.5 41.3 17.9 13.9 
AUG08 39.0 37.3 80.6 16.1 10.3 















GROUP 2, DAYS THAT PRESENTED INDETERMINATE 
STOMATAL ACTION 
All" TempeY'atuY'e Rad1at1on 
toC) Wtnd <MJ/m:2) 
m•::.vement 
Date Ma'1.1mum Mean O~m/6h) SolaY' Net 
AUG::::6 31.0 ::::9.9 8:2.5 16.2 13.8 
JUL16 30.3 28.4 74.2 17.5 11.5 
JUL.21 31.0 30.1 51.9 16.7 13.0 
AUG1.::: 37.1 35.1 57.1 16.7 11. 1 
AUG19 35 • .::: 30.6 66.3 16.5 11.9 
JUL14 38.1 34.4 7.2.6 15.6 11.7 
JUL21 29.7 28.6 42.9 18.6 14.5 
AUG09 36.1 33.5 56.0 14.0 9.8 
AUG18 32.4 30.8 45.5 12.8 9.6 
AUG10 .23.9 23.4 57.6 9.9 6.3 




GF?OUP 3, DAYS THAT PPESENTED 
NO STOMATAL ACTION 
AlY Temper-atur-e Rad1at 1c•n 
<oC) W1nd (MJ/m2l 
movement 
Year- Date Max1mum Mean o,m/6h, Solar- Net 
1986 AUG12 31.0 :29.7 83.2 17.0 13.6 
1987 JUL14 31.4 30.1 51.4 17.7 14.4 
1987 JUL20 30.7 29.9 63.1 18.9 15.1 
1987 JUL2.2 31.7 30.3 50.2 17.6 13.5 
1987 JUL.23 32.8 32.8 58.6 11.8 r;:o ") ..... ~ 
1'387 JUL27 33.6 3.2.7 52.7 18.7 14.4 
1987 JUL~9 35.6 33.8 52 .. 3 16.8 12.6 
1'387 JUL30 36.6 35.3 59.2 18.3 13.3 
1'387 AUG06 37.5 34.6 45.3 17.3 14.2 
1'387 AUG11 35.6 33.3 42.3 17.4 13. '3 
1988 JUL25 37.1 33.3 52.2 17.6 14.2 
1988 AUG08 39.1 35.6 6.::::.9 16.8 12.9 
1988 AUG10 34.4 31.6 44.2 17.0 13.3 
1988 AUG11 32.4 30.7 56.8 17.3 12.9 
1988 AUG15 37.1 33.7 76.9 16.4 13.1 
1988 AUG16 38.6 36.1 61.9 16.7 13.6 
1988 AUG17 37.1 33.6 42.8 17.2 11.7 
1'38'3 AUG01 34.1 32.6 44.1 18.2 13.3 
1989 AUG02 28.8 27.8 58.6 7.2 8.6 
1'38'3 AUG08 .::::5.6 24.4 43.6 18.1 13.0 
1'389 AUG09 25.9 25.4 53.1 17.9 13.2 
1989 AUG17 .2'3 • .::! 27.9 48.0 15.4 9.4 
1989 AUG18 29.9 .::9.2 50.1 9.9 7.6 
1989 AUG21 31.'3 31.0 63.7 14.6 12.6 
1989 AUG28 37.9 36.7 60.3 17.9 13.8 
1990 JUL17 30.3 27.9 63.3 10.9 9.6 
1990 JUL19 33.2 31.:2 63.4 17.8 13.3 
1990 JUL24 29.9 29.4 63.4 17.7 8.9 
1990 JUL25 31.1 27.4 54.4 9.5 5.7 
1990 AUG01 31.5 29.3 46 • .:::: 18. '3 10.9 
1990 AUG21 39.5 39.2 38.6 17.4 13.4 
1991 JUL30 35.5 35.3 53.5 18.3 13.7 
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TABLE 3 <•:ont 1nued 1 
1 '3'31 JUL31 3'3.0 36.7 68. '3 18.4 13.'3 
1 '3'31 AUG01 3'3.5 37.1 67.7 18.6 14.0 
1'3'31 AU•~05 37.5 35.2 68. '3 16. '3 1.::.8 
1'3'31 AUG07 36.'3 34.4 67.6 17.1 13.5 
1 '3'31 AU1~12 30.7 2'3.3 53.6 12.1 8.9 
1 '3'31 AUG15 29.9 27.7 63.8 16.6 13.3 
1'391 AUG19 32.8 29.9 67.2 17.1 13.2 
1991 AUG.::1 31.1 28.6 49.8 16.7 12.5 
TABLE 4 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE AND MEANS OF MICROMETEOPOLOGICAL 
VA~IABLES FPOM THE THPEE GROUPS OF DAYS. 
Mean Squares 
s .. ::af v. d. f. A1r Temperature Rad1at1c•n W1nd 
Max1mum Mean Solar Net Movement 
------- ------- ------- ----- ----- --------
Group 2 3.860 5.3'36 2.273 5.767 475.40* 
Error 6.2 14.537 10. '33:2 6.854 3.3.:::0 120.55 
c.v. (/.) 11.36 10.44 16.16 1'3.'31 18.44 
* S1gn1f1cant d1fference at alpha=0.05 
Means 
Var1able Grc•up 1 Group 2 Group 3 
Ma.,,1mum Temperature 33.'34 3.2.84 33.60 
Mean Temperature 31.15 30.85 31. 7'2. 
Solar Pad1at1on 16.::::!3 15.62 16.34 
Net F~ad 1at lC•n 1:2.0'3 11.36 12 • .24 
W1nd Movement 65.'38 61.60 56.70 
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TABLE 5 
CLUSTEP 1, DAYS OF LOW INTEGRATED ADVECTED ENERGY 
ASSOCIATED WITH LOW VALUES OF WIND MOVEMENT. 
Stomatal W1nd Integrated 
Year Date Pes1stana:e Ma:avement advected energy 
<sc/cml n m/6h 1 <MJ/m21 
1987 JUL14 2.01 51.4 2.3 
1987 JUL20 1.22 63.1 11. 1 
1987 JUL21 + 1.15 51.8 2.2 
1'387 JUL22 1.:24 50.2 1.8 
1987 JUL::::3 1.35 58.6 1.1 
1987 JUL27 1.32 52.7 2.8 
1987 JUL29 1.18 .:::-. r;, ;J~.w 2.7 
1'387 JUL30 1.43 59.:: 4.1 
1987 AUG05 * 1.28 42.8 2.1 1987 AU1~11 1.05 42.3 2.3 
1987 AUG12 + 1.08 57.7 6.6 
1'388 JUL::::1 + 1. 51 4::.9 1.9 
1988 JUL25 1.44 ~-. ..., u.._ ...... 3.0 
1988 AUG09 + 0.91 56.0 12.6 
1988 AUG10 0.65 44.3 6.5 
1'388 AUG11 0.88 56.8 7.8 
1988 AUG15 1.69 76.9 23.4 
1988 AUG17 1. 5:: 42.8 8. '3 
1988 AUG18 + 1.53 45.5 8.5 
1'38'3 AUG08 1. 17 43.6 3.3 
1989 AUG09 1.03 53.1 5.1 
1989 AUG10 + 57.6 4.5 
1989 AUG17 1.20 48.0 5.5 
1990 JUL25 1.16 54.4 3.6 
1990 AUG02 * 1.37 56.6 6.5 1990 AUG21 1. 17 38.6 8.0 
1991 JUL30 1.0:::: 53.5 10.1 
19'31 AUG01 1.24 67.7 17.2 
1991 AUG05 1.06 68.9 13.5 
1991 AUG12 1.32 53.6 7.6 
19'31 AUG15 1. 34 63.8 7.8 
1991 AUG19 1. 39 67.2 10.5 
1991 AUG21 1.31 49.8 5.4 
1991 AUG22 * 1.23 5.2.8 7.3 
* Sta:amatal Act1•:m Day + Indeterm1nate Aa:t 10n Day 
39 
TABLE 6 
CLUSTER ~, DAYS WITH HIGH VALUES OF ADVECTED ENEPGY 
ASSOCIATED WITH HIGH VALUES OF WIND MOVEMENT 
Stc•matal W1nd Integrated 
Year Date Res1stance Movement advected energy 
(sc/cml (Km/6hl tMJ/m21 
1'386 JUL23 * 2.01 6'3. 3 10. '3 1'386 JUL~4 * 1.18 82.3 17.6 1'386 AU1:312 1. 0'3 83.2 '3. 7 
1'386 AUG~O * 1. (1(1 82.5 6.8 1'386 AU1:326 + 1.55 82.5 '3. 8 
1'387 JUL16 + ~.00 74.2 2.0 
1'387 AUG06 1. 11 45.3 3.1 
1'387 AUG1'3 + 1.35 66.3 2.'3 
1'388 JUL14 + ~.00 7~.6 5.1 
1'388 AUG02 * 1.63 85.0 3.4 1'388 AUG03 * 1.07 74.0 '3.7 1'388 AUG04 * 1.18 63.7 11.5 1'388 Aua::.o8 1.25 62.8 16.3 
1'388 AUG16 1.58 61.8 13.8 
1'38'3 AUG01 0. 8'3 44.2 5.2 
1 '38'3 AUG02 1. 60 58.6 4.'3 
1'38'3 AUG18 1.55 50.2 7.8 
1'38'3 AUG21 1.76 63.7 8.1 
1 '38'3 AUG28 1.18 60.3 14.2 
1'3'30 JUL16 * 1.20 6::.4 6.6 1 '3'30 JUL17 1. 5'3 63.3 4.'3 
1'3'30 JUL1'3 0.'3'3 63.4 6.8 
1'3'30 JUL24 0.'34 63.4 4.0 
1'3'30 JUL~6 * 1.38 64.3 7.1 1'3'30 AUG01 0.80 46.2 5.4 
1'3'30 AUG08 * 1.16 56.1 6.5 1'3'30 AUG~2 * 0.80 41.3 7.'3 1'3'31 JUL31 0.'34 68.'3 17.2 
1 '3'31 AUG06 + 1.36 70.'3 14.3 
1'3'31 AUG07 0.88 67.6 13.5 
1'3'31 AUG08 * 1.28 80.6 1'3.4 
* Stomatal A•:t 1on Days + Indeter-m1nate St;omatal Act1on Days 
40 
TABLE 7 




N Var1able M1n1mum Mav.1mum Mean 
35 Stomatal Res1stan•:e 0.65 2.01 1 ........ . --
W1nd Mc•vement 38.5'3 5'3.17 50.74 
Integrated Advected 1. 18 1.2.62 6.00 
Energy 
CLUSTEP 2 
N Var1able M1n1mum Ma'~.lmum Mean 
30 Stomatal Res1stance 0.88 2.01 1.35 
W1nd m•:•vement 60.38 85.04 70.00 










GRAIN YIELD FROM THE GPOWING SEASONS 
OF 1986 TO 1'3'31 
F~·=•w Spa•: 1ng Y1eld 1.,g/Ha> D1 fferen•:e 
narrow - w1de 
Narrow 558::::.07 
W1de 5115.06 467.01 
Narr•:•w 5746.63 
W1de 5281. '35 464.68 
Narrow 5669.60 
W1de 5042.89 5.26.71 
Narr•:•w 4240.31 
W1de 3872.33 367. '38 
Narrow 8.256.07 
W1de 47::::.::::.61 3533.46 
Narrc•w 6.280. 16 




PAIRED COMPAPISON TEST FOP THE GRAIN 
YIELD OF THE NAPPOW AND 
WIDE PLOTS 
Mean Standar-d Er-r-or- T Pr-ob > T 
1067.19 500.13 .:::.13 0.086 
TABLE 10 
ANALYSIS OF VAPIANCE AND MEANS FOP SOIL WATEP CONTENT. 
TREATMENTS ARE THE TWO ROW DISTANCES. WATEP 
CONTENT IN VOLUME. 
S.of v. d. f. Mean Squar-e py ' F 
Date1year-1 41 0.00171 0.0001 
Tr-eatment 1 0.00051 0.2161 
EYYOY 41 0.0003.::: 
Nar-r-ow Row Mean: 0 • .:::31 
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10 11 12 13 14 15 
Central Daylight Ttme (h) 
r1g 1. Stomatal res1stance on July 23,1986. 
Vert1cal l1ne represents standard error. 
*= Sign1f1cant difference between row 
spac1ng at alpha=0.10. **= S1gn1f1cant 











" 1 --------.... " .... " .... " .... " ........ " .... ," 
o~----~------~------~----~~----_.------~ 
10 11 12 13 14 15 
Central Daylight T1me (h) 
F1g 2. Stomatal res1stance on July 24,1986. 
Vert1cal l1ne represents standard error. 
***:S1gn1f1cant d1fference at alpha<=0.01 





















-- narrow rows wtde rows 
.... .... .... .... .... .... 
--- ---
10 11 12 13 14 15 
Central Daylight Tune (h) 
F1g 3. Stomatal res1stance on August 20,1986. 
Vert1cal l1ne represents standard error. 









---- --- ----1 
0~----~------~------._----~~----~------~ 
10 11 12 13 14 15 
Central Dayltgth Ttme (h) 
tlg 4. Stomatal res1stance on August 5,1987. 
Vert1cal l1ne represents standard error. 
***= S1gn1f1cant d1fference at alpha<=0.01 
*= S1gn1f1cant d1fference at alpha~O.lO 
16 
48 
-- narrow rows w1de rows 
3 
** 
, ______ _ 
0~----~------~------._----~~-----L------~ 
10 11 12 13 14 15 
Central Daylight T1me (h) 
F1g 5. Stomatal res1stance on August 2, 1988. 
Vert1cal l1ne represents standard error. 
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11 12 13 14 15 
' 
Central Daylight Ttme (h) 
F1g 6. Stomatal res1stance on August 3,1988. 
Vert1cal l1ne represents standard error. 









--- ------ --- ___ - .... __________ _ 1 ------
o~----~------~------~----~~----_.------~ 
10 11 12 13 14 15 
Central Dayh{tlt Ttme (h) 
F1g 7. Stomatal res1stance 1n August 4,1988. 
Vert1cal l1ne represents standard error. 
***= S1gn1f1cant d1fference at alpha,=O.Ol. 
























' "" ' "" "" 
11 12 13 14 15 
Central Daylight T1me (h) 
F1g 8. Stomatal res1stance 1n July 16,1990. 
Vert1cal l1ne represents standard error. 
***= S1gn1f1cant d1fference at alpha{=O.Ol 
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10 1 1 12 13 14 15 
Central Day Tune (h) 
F1g 9. Stomatal res1stance 1n July 26,1990. 
Vert1cal l1ne represents standard error. 
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10 11 12 13 14 15 
Central Dayh~t Ttrne (h) 
r1g 10. Stomatal res1stance 1n August 2,1990. 
Vert1cal l1ne represents standard error. 













"' ...., ...., I ___ .,"' .... 
o~----~------~------~----~~----_.------~ 
10 11 12 13 14 15 
Central Daylight T1me (h) 
F1g 11. Stomatal res1stance 1n August 8, 1990. 
Vert1cal l1ne represents standard error. 
***:S1gn1f1cant difference at alpha<=0.01. 
**= S1gn1f1cant difference at alpha=0.05. 




























10 11 12 13 14 15 
Central Daylight T1me (h) 
rlg 12. Stomatal Yes1stance on August 22,1990. 
VeYtlcal l1ne yepYesents standayd eYYOY. 
***= S1gn1f1cant d1ffeYence at alpha<=0.01 
16 
56 
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I , I 
I ', I 
I ' I 
\ I 'I 
\I 
0~----~------~------~----~~----~------~ 
10 11 12 13 14 15 
Central Daylight Tune (h) 
F'1g 13. Stomatal res1stance on August 8, 1991. 
Vert1cal l1ne represents standard error. 
***= S1gn1f1cant d1fference at alpha<=O.Ol. 
**= S1gn1f1cant d1fference at alpha=0.05. 
16 
57 
-- narrow rows - - - • Wide rows 
3 
*** 
... .... .... .... ' ___ ... 
.... ----
0~--------------------~----~~----~------~ 
10 11 12 13 14 15 
Central Dayhdlt T1me (h) 
f1g 14. Stomatal res1stance 1n August 22,1991. 
Vert1cal l1ne represents standard error. 
***= S1gnif1cant d1fference at alpha<=0.01 


















10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Central Dayhg,t T1me (h) 
flg 15. Stomatal res1stance on August 26,1986. 
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11 12 13 14 15 
Central Dayh~t Ttme (h) 
F1g 16. Stomatal Yes1stance on July 16,1987. 
VeYtlcal l1ne YepYesents standaYd eYYOY. 











10 11 12 13 14 15 
Central Dayh(;#lt T1me (h) 
F1g 17. Stomatal res1stance on July 21,1987. 
Vert1cal l1ne represents standard error. 
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m 1 ... ... '---------------~ ... a: 
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"' E ..... 
(/) 
0 
10 11 12 ' 13 14 15 16 
Central Daylight Ttme (h) 
F"lg 18. Stomatal res1stance on August 12,1987. 
Vert 1cal l1ne represents standard error. 
3 
0 
-- narrow rows - - - · wtde rows 
10 
F1g 19. 
~­ --- --- ---
11 12 13 14 
Central Dayht;tlt Tune (h) 
Stomatal res1stance on August 
15 
19,1987. 




-- narrow rows - - - · Wide rows 
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10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Central Dayh~t Ttme (h) 
r1g 20. Stomatal res1stance on July 14,1988. 
Vert1cal l1ne represents standard error. 




- - - · wtde rows 
----- ... / ... ... ... , ... ., 
/ , 
, , , 
0~----~------~------~----~~----~------~ 
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Central Dayhdlt Ttme (h) 
F1g 21. Stomatal res1stance on July 21,1988. 
Vert1cal l1n~ represents standard error. 
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-- narrow rows 
2 
1 
- - - · wtde rows 
.,., 
... ' ... ' ...... ' 
' ... ' ... ...... ' 
' ' ' 
0~----~------~------._----~~----~------~ 
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Central Dayltg-.t Ttme (h) 
F1g 22. Stomatal res1stance on August 9,1988. 













-- narrow rows wede rows 
5 
4 
** 3 ' ' ' ' ' 2 ' ' ' ' , , , 
1 .............. , 
o~----~~----~------_.------~------~------J 
10 11 12 13 14 15 
Central Dayhg,t Ttme (h) 
F1g 23. Stomatal res1stance on August 18,1988. 
Verttcal l1ne represents standard error. 
**= S1gn1f1cance at alpha=0.05. 
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10 11 12 13 14 15 
Day ttme 
tl~ 24. Stomatal res1stance on August 16,1989. 
Vert1cal l1ne represents standard error. 



















.... ,.,------- "' 1 .... .... ., ---.._ ___ 
0~----~------~--~--~------~----_.------~ 
10 11 12 13 14 15 
Central Dayliglt T1me (h) 
rlg 25. Stomatal YeS1Stance on August 6,19~1. 
VeYtlcal l1ne Yepyesents standaYd eYYOY. 
***= S1gn1f1cance at alpha<=0.01. 
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10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Central Dayltftlt T1me (h) 
F1g 26. Stomatal Yes1stance on August 12, 1986. 
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71 
narrow rows - - - · Wide rows 
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10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Central ~yh{;tlt Tune (h) 
Ffg 27. Stomatal Yes1stance on July 20, 1987. 
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10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Central Dayhdlt Tnne (h) 
F1g 28. Stomatal res1stance on July 22, 1987. 
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narrow rows wtde rows 
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3 
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2 .... .... .... .... .... ........ ________________________ _ 
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0~----~------~------~----~~----_.------~ 
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Central Dayh{;jlt Ttme (h) 
r1g 29. Stomatal Yes1stance on August 15, 1988. 
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10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Central Dayhdlt (h) 
F1g 30. Stomatal res1stance on August 10, 1988. 
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10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Central Dayhdlt (h) 
~1g 31. Stomatal res1stance on August 21, 1989. 
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10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Central Daylt{;jlt T1me (h) 
F1g 32. Stomatal Yes1stance on August 8, 1989. 
-- narrow rows 
2 
1 
- - - · wide rows 






10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Central Dayl~t Ttme (h) 
F1g 33. Stomatal res1stance on July 19, 1990. 
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10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Central Dayh{tlt Tame (h) 
F1g 34. Stomatal res1stance on August ~1, 1990. 
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-- narrow rows - - - · wtde rows 
2 
o~----~------~------~------~----~-------
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Central Dayh~t Ttme (h) 
F1g 35. Stomatal res1stance on August 7, 1991. 
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10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Central Dayhg-.t Time (h) 
F1g 36. Stomatal res1stance on August 12, 1991. 
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-- narrow rows - - - · wide rows 
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10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Central Dayh~t Tame (h) 
F1g 37. Leaf wateY potent1al on August 20, 1986. 
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10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Central Dayltdlt Teme (h) 
F1g 38. Leaf Water potent1al on August 5, 1987. 
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narrow rows wide rows 
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10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Central Daytd'rt Ttme (h) 
F'lg 39. Leaf water potenttal on August 2,1988. 
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10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Central Daylidlt T1me (h) 
F1g 40. Leaf water potent1al on August 3, 1988. 
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10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Central Dayhg.t Ttme (h) 
F'lg 41. Leaf water potent1al on August 4, 1988. 
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10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Central Oaylidlt Tme (h) 
F1g 42. Leaf wateY potent1al on July 16, 1990. 
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10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Central Dayhdlt Tame (h) 
F1g 43. Leaf water potent1al on July 26, 1990. 
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11 12 13 14 15 16 
Central Dayh~t Time (h) 
F1g 44. Leaf wateY potent1al on August 2, 1990. 
- narrow rows 
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- - - · wide rows 
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10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Central Dayltdlt T1me (h) 
F1g 45. Leaf water potent1al on August a, 1990. 
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10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Central Oayldlt Time (h) 
F1g 46. Leaf wateY potent1al on August 22, 1990. 
-- narrow rows 
3 
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10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Central Dayl.grt Tame (h) 
~19 47. Leaf water potent1al on August 8, 1991. 
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10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Central Dayh~t Ttme (h) 
F1g 48. Leaf water potent1al on August 22, 1991. 
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0 1 2 3 4 
Leaf Water Potentaal (-Mpa) 
F1g 4'9. Stomatal Reslstance-Leaf water potent1al 
relat1onsh1p on August .:;::o, 1'386. 





0 1 2 3 
Leaf Water Potentaat (~ 
r1g 50. Stomatal Reslstance-Leaf water potent1al 
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0 1 2 3 
Leaf Water Potenttal (~ 
F1g 51. Stomatal Res1stance-Leaf water potent1al 
relat1onsh1p on August 8, 1991. 
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+ Days 1n t:. Days 1n 
Cluster 1 Cluster 2 
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Advect1ve Energy (MJ/m2) 
F"lg 5.2. Separat1on of days based 1n w1nd movement 
and advect1ve energy. 
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F1g 53. Effect of Wlnd movement and
 advect1ve energy 




F1g 54. Effect of w1nd movement and
 advect1ve energy 
over stomatal res1stance 1n days fro
m 










' ~ . • .. 
F1g 55. Effect of w1nd movement and advect1ve energy 
over stomatal res1stance 1n general data. 
Clusters 1 and ~ comb1ned. 
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Depth (em) 
F"lg 56. So1l water content from 0 to 120 em 
on July 24, 1986. 
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15 30 45 60 75 90 105 120 
Depth (em) 
F1g 57. So1l water content from 0 to 120 em 
•::.n September 11, 1'386. 
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15 30 45 60 75 90 105 120 
Depth (em) 
F1g 58. So1l water content from 0 to 120 em 
on August 21, 1986. 
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15 30 45 60 75 90 105 120 
Depth (em) 
F1g 5'3. So1l water content from 0 to 120 em 
•:on August 6, 1'387. 
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15 30 45 60 75 90 105 120 
Depth (em) 
F1g 60. So1l water content from 0 to 120 em 
on July 16, 1'387. 
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15 30 45 60 75 90 105 120 
Dep1h {em) 
F"lg 61. So1l water content from 0 to 120 em 
on August 4, 1'388. 
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Depth (em) 
F"lg 62. So1l water content from 0 to 120 em 
on August 11, 1988. 
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Depth (em) 
tlg 63. So1l water content from 0 to 120 em 
on August 9, 1990. 
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Dep1h (an) 
F1g 64. So1l water content from 0 to 120 em 
1n July 1'3, 1 '3'30. 
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Depth (em) 
F'lg 65. So1l water content from 0 to 120 em 
1n July 26, 19'30. 
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Depth (em) 
F1g 66. So1l water content from 0 to 120 em 
in August e, 19'31. 
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15 30 45 60 75 90 105 120 
Depth (em) 
tlg 67. So1l wate\"' content fyom 0 to 120 em 
on August 22, 1'3'31. 
s. C•f 
APPENDIX C 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE AND MEANS OF 
STOMATAL RESISTANCE FOP 
JUL23 1986 
v. d. f. Mean Square 
Tlme*Treatment 11 8. 33'3 ** 
Errc•r 24 0.306 
c. v. (/.) 27.52 
** S1gn1f1cant d1fference at alpha=0.01 
T1me Treatment MEANS 
11 narr•::ow 1. 063 
11 w1de 1.1.::::0 
1.2 narrow 0. 86(! 
1:! w1de 1. 040 
13 narrow 1.386 
13 w1de 1. 046 
14 narrc•w 0.803 
14 w1de 0.837 
15 narr•:•w 3.490 
15 w1de 2.153 
16 narr•:•w 5.586 
16 w1de 4.743 
11;:. 
APPENDIX D 
COPPELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN STOMATAL 






































































Ccer-rel at l•::en 
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o • .::so 
0.192 
0.016 * 







APPENDIX D <cont1nued1 
C•:•rrel at 1•::.n 
Year Date •:c•efflc 1ent Pr•:ob ' :p: 
198'3 AUG08 -0.133 0.650 
198'3 AUC:.0'3 0.5.24 0.476 
1989 AUC:.10 -0.324 0.434 
1'389 AUC:.17 0.059 o. 8.2'3 
1'389 AUC:.18 0.413 o. 30'3 
1'389 AU17:.21 0.463 0.355 
1989 AUC:..28 0.070 0.796 
19'30 JULiE. 0.47.2 0.065 
1990 JUL17 0.231 0.390 
19'30 JUL1'3 -0.0.25 0.9.22 
19'30 JUL24 -0.098 0.817 
1 '3'30 JUL25 o. 17'3 0.478 
1990 JUL2E. 0.040 0.880 
1'390 AUC:.01 0.059 0.828 
19'30 AUC:.0.2 0.053 0.858 
19'30 AUC:.21 0.841 0.364 
1991 JUL30 0.878 0.122 
1 '3'31 JUL31 -0 • .21.2 o. 3'38 
1'391 AUC:.01 0.06.2 0.833 
19'31 AU•::.o5 -0.485 0.041 
1991 AUC:.OE. 0.484 0.042 
1991 AUC:.07 o. 161 0.5.24 
1991 AUC:.08 0.137 0.614 
1'391 AUC:.12 0.650 0.003 ** 
1991 AUG15 0 • .205 0.414 
1'391 AUC:.19 -0.02.2 0.936 
1991 AUG21 0 • .241 0.335 
1'391 AUC:..22 0 • .272 0.307 
* S1gn1 f1•:ance at alpha=0.05 
** S1gn1f1cance at alpha=0.01 
APPENDIX E 
ANALYSIS OF VAPIANCE AND MEANS FOP POTENTIAL 
EVAPOTRANSPIPATION 
YEAR 1'386 
AUG26 JUL.::3 JUL.::4 




c. v. ( 'Y. ) 
Narrc•w rcaw mean: 
W1de rC•W mean: 
6 S1gn 1 f l•:ance 
** S1gn1f1a:ance 















M.S. d. f. 
1. 15 5 
.077** 1 









c. v. ( 'Y.) 1. 075 
Narrcaw rcaw mean: 1.448 








* S1gn1f1cance at alpha=0.05 














APPENDIX E lcont1nued1 
YEAF' 1987 
JUL14 JULIE. 
S.of v. d. f. M.S. 
T1me 3 • 040 
Treatment 1 .000 
error 3 .0001 
c.v. !%1 1.45 
Narrow row mean: 1.448 





* S1gn1f1cance at alpha=0.05 














S.of v. d. f. M.S. 
T1me 3 .053 
Treatment 1 .007 
error- 3 .041 
c . v. ( % l 23. 44 
Narrow row mean: 0.894 





* S1gn1f1cance at alpha=0.05 





































APPENDIX E (cont1nued1 
JUL30 AUG06 
s. ·=·f v. d. f. M.S. d. f. M.S. 
T1me 4 .068 4 • 058 
Treatment 1 .042** 1 .05'3 
err•:•r 4 .001 4 .0.:::'3 
c.v. ('Y,.) 3.368 16.768 
Narrow row mean:1.112 0.'331 
W1de r•:•w mean: 0.'38.2 1.084 
* S1gn1f1cance at alpha=0.05 
** S1gn1f1cance at alpha=0.01 
AUG11 













Narr•:•w row mean: 












* S1gn1f1cance at alpha=0.05 










APPENDIX E <cont1nued) 
YEAP 1'388 
JUL14 JUL::::!1 JUL.::5 AUGO.:: 
S.of v. d. f. M.S. d.f. M.S. d.f. M.S. d.f. M.S. 
T1me 4 3.04'3 
Treatment 1 '2.7.3'3 
error 4 6.03'3 
c . v. ( /. ) 4 • .::7 
Narrow row mean: .'351 
W1de row mean: 4 • .::6 
4 .0.::3 6 
1 .010** 1 




* S1gn1f1cance at alpha=0.05 













AUG03 AUG04 AUG08 AUG0'3 








Nnrrow row mean: 










* S1gn1f1cance at alpha=0.05 







6 .186 5 
1 .011** 1 












APPENDIX E Ccont1nued1 
AUI310 AU1:?:!11 AUG15 AUG15 
S.of v. d. f. M.S. d. f. M.S. d. f. M.S. d. f. 
T1me 4 .055 5 
Treatment 1 .005** 1 
err•:•r 4 • (H)(l0,2 5 
c.v. ( /. ) .35'3 
Narrc•w row mean: 1 • .:::31 
W1de r•:•w mean: 1. :::78 
* S1gn1f1cance at alpha=0.05 








s .. ::.f v. d. f. M.S. 
T1me 4 .147 
5 .543 5 
1 .005** 1 





d. f. M.S. 
4 .355 
Treatment 1 .010** 1 .00081* 
err•:•r 4 .0002 
( • V • ( /. I 1. 088 
Narrow row mean: 1.:::49 
W1de row mean: 1.314 
4 
* S1gn1f1cance at alpha=0.05 












APPENDIX E (contlnuedl 
AUG01 AUG08 
S.of v. d. f. M.S. d. f. M.S. 
T1me 6 .071 6 .090 
Treatment 1 .0001 1 .04::::** 
error 6 .0003 6 .00084 
c. v. ( 'Y. ) 1.465 3.644 
Narrow row mean: 1.243 .741 
W1de row mean: 1.237 .851 
* S1gn1f1cance at alpha=0.05 
** S1gn1f1cance at alpha=0.01 
AUG17 AUG18 
S.of v. d. f. M.S. d. f. M.S. 
T1me 7 • ..::01 3 • 1::::5 
Treatment 1 .00008 1 .0018* 
error 7 .oooo..:: 3 .00007 
c.v. ( 'Y. ) .557 .996 
Narrow row mean: 1.047 .837 
W1de row mean: 1.043 .868 
* S1gn1f1cance at alpha=0.05 
** S1gn1f1cance at alpha=0.01 
1::::0 
AUG10 















APPENDIX E lcont1nued1 
YEAP 1 '38'3 
JUL16 JUL17 JUL1'3 
S.of V. d.f. M.S. d.f. M.S. d.f. M.S. 
T1me 7 • 053 7 
Treatment 1 .031** 1 
error 7 .00024 7 
c.v. l/.1 1.310 
Nar r •:•w r •:•w mean: 1.146 
W1de rc•w mean: 1.:::::34 
* S1gn1f1cance at alpha=0.05 
** S1gn1f1cance at alpha=0.01 
0.1'35 8 • _2,2() 
.005** 1 .018** 
.ooo:::: 8 .0004 
1.615 1.547 
• '307 1 • .255 
.'343 1. 318 
1::1 
JUL::5 







JUL26 AUG01 AUGO:: 





7 • 1'30 7 
1 .040** 1 
7 • 0011 7 
Narrow rc•w mean: 
.2.8'37 
1.108 
1.::0'3 W1de r•::ow mean: 







* S1gn1f1cance at alpha=0.05 



















c. v. (I.) • 4 75 
Narrow row mean: ~.065 













* S1gn1f1cance at alpha=0.05 















AUG06 AUG07 Au•::.o8 AUG12 
s .. =..f v. d. f. M.S. d. f. M.S. 
T1me 8 • .:!3'3 8 • 1 '36 
Treatment 1 .006* 1 .001** 
error 8 .0009 8 .00017 
c. v. ( I. ) 1. 60 
Narrow row mean: 1.866 
W1de r•:.w mean: 1. 903 
* S1gn1f1cance at alpha=0.05 




d. f. M.S. d. f. M.S. 
8 0.75 8 . 13'3 
1 .091** 1 .018** 
8 .00017 8 .0003 
• .::11 1. 644 
1.756 1. 086 
1. 800 1.150 
APPENDIX E !cont1nued> 
AUG15 AUG1'3 AUG.::1 




8 • 105 7 
1 .004** 1 
8 .ooo.:: 7 
c • v . ( /. ) 1 • 128 
Narrow row mean: 1.317 
W1de row mean: 1.346 
.083 8 .063 
.00'3** 1 .0003 







* S1gn1f1cance at alpha=0.05 
** S1gn1f1cance at alpha=0.01 
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